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Since my last in-depth comparison review of alternative search engines in 2014, a lot has changed, and a lot has stayed
the same. Google is appearing as a loan-verb in more and more languages due to its continued dominance in the search
engine market. But at the same time, Google is being increasingly demonized by privacy focused users. An even more
more interesting development is the trend of complaints that Google?s algorithm is producing results that are less
relevant and more indicative of artificial stupidity than artificial intelligence. I belong in this latter camp, as I am more
of a pragmatist than a privacy pundit. I simply want the best search results with minimal effort and no nonsense. Back
in my 2014 article, I was hopeful that DuckDuckGo was quickly becoming a viable and attractive alternative to
Google. While DuckDuckGo continues to be the darling of privacy conscious users and is enjoying more popularity
than ever, I am concerned that its core search infrastructure and algorithms have largely stagnated. Since my last article,
many other alternatives have cropped up, bringing some very interesting features and concepts, but it still remains to be
seen if they offer acceptable results in the fundamentally important area of relevant search results. This comparison sets
out to analyze and compare the current batch of alternatives in 2020.
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